


What type of water are you drinking?

H2
Hydrogen molecule is the most
powerful ANTI-OXIDANT in
the universe. It effectively recovers
damages cells and DNAs.

Oxidation is -essentially- a decay,
just like a sliced apple exposed
to oxygen. 90% of diseases are
caused by damaged cells and
DNAs in our body.

90%

It is 1~2 bottles of water that changes our body and life. Drinking
hydrogen water can be very effective way to enhance our immune
system greatly, by reducing free radicals generated in our body.



Introducing H2CAP

This tiny hydrogen water generator converts any bottled water into 
hydrogen-rich water in the shortest time ever. Meet H2CAP, the 

smallest, lightest and strongest hydrogen water generator in the world. 



Best design with Safe materials

4.2 cm

3.7 cm

It weighs only, 53g

Stainless Steel
Light but hard case

Non-toxic silicone
The silicone that has 

no toxic elements

TRITAN 
BPA FREE body
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Safe materials Easy to use



Incomparable Technology

Hydrogen water 
generating device

The world’s first 9-Layers hydrogen water generating system with

1) CROSS-MESH type of platinum titanium plates
2) Specially designed cation exchange membrane
3) The most sophisticated PCB,

H2CAP generates the purest & abundant hydrogen water over 1,000 PPB.

ORP stands for Oxidation Reduction Potential, the ability to reduce
oxidation process in our body. It goes down to -400mV, which is very
low(Strong oxidation ability).

 Over 1,000 PPB

 ORP : -400mV

 3 Min 30 Sec
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Just invest 3 minutes and 30 seconds. H2CAP perfectly converts bottled
water into hydrogen-rich water in such a short time.



1,000 PPB, always. 
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It lasts longer.
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H2CAP with Lid closed

H2CAP with Lid opened

Other hydrogen generators

H2CAP periodically diagnosis the condition of plates and
membrane and ensure it can generate the purest
hydrogen water over 1,000 PPB, every time you use it.

Additionally, using specially invented membrane and
platinum titanium plates to produce the most efficient
electrolysis method, H2CAP perfectly generates high
concentration and exceptionally long-lasting hydrogen
water.

Unlike the other hydrogen generators
in this industry, hydrogen tend to stay
much longer than ever.



Versatility.
Use it anywhere, anytime, with any water bottle.

You can use H2CAP 
with smartphone, PC, 

power bank and so on. 5

Lid width : 30mm



It alarms you.
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H2CAP lets you know when to drink the generated hydrogen water,
and when to clean the H2CAP by blinking Colored LED light at the
bottom of H2CAP ( White LED / Orange LED).

 White LED turned on : Generating hydrogen water
 White LED Blinking : Cleaning mode on

 Orange LED turned on : Generating hydrogen water
 Orange LED Blinking : Needs cleaning
 Orange LED Blinking fast : Temporary product failure

WHITE LED

ORANGE LED



Cleaning Mode 
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When you see the orange LED blinking, you need to clean the
H2CAP to get a better hydrogen water. H2CAP has a cleaning
function that perfectly cleans hydrogen generating devices
including plates and membrane.

With the DESCALER offered, you can effectively clean H2CAP and
drink the purest hydrogen-rich water.

 Check our manual and website to see 
how to use the cleaning mode with the DESCALER.



Product Name H2CAP Plus

Size 37.2mm(W) * 42.5mm(H)

Weight 53g

Power USB

Electricity consumption 3.5W

Recommended amount 500ml

Recommended 
Temperature 1~28 ℃

Materials

Case : STAINLESS STEEL 304

Main Body &  Cap : TRITAN

Bottom support : NON-TOXIC PLATINUM

Electrolysis plates : TITANIUM PLATINUM

Electrolysis Method Membrane method

Operating time 3 Min 30 Sec

Electrolysis performance
Dissolved Hydrogen : More than 1,000 ppb

ORP : -400 mV

Made in South Korea

Warranty One year (12 Months)

Specification & Composition
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 Composition

 Separate composition

Pouch H2CAP USB Cable

Descaler E-Manual Test Kit

Descaler Set Test Kit Set



http://h2cap.com

Thank you
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